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2. make spectratunelab() imagefile (video) with 2 spectra and 8 transitions - here we use stlab.make_video_file(..), which in turn uses stlab.get_header_values() to make the header values for the video. it then uses stlab.get_spectra() and stlab.get_spectra_values() to
generate the spectra values for each note of the music. finally it uses stlab.get_transitions() to make the transitions for each note of the music. 3. now we specify what to put in the header file - in the header file, we have restapi.image_width, which is the width of the
image, restapi.image_height, which is the height of the image, restapi.transient_spaces, which is the number of spaces which can be inserted between two notes (relative to the width of the image), restapi.transitions, which is the number of transitions between notes,
and restapi.prog_spacing, which is the number of pixels to advance between views of the image. in this example, we have a video which is 2200 pixels wide, and spectra are drawn about 50 pixels wide. so we have restapi.image_width = 2200, restapi.image_height =

1120 (112 pixels for the height of the image), restapi.transient_spaces = 40 (40 spaces between notes), and restapi.transitions = 8.
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Jason, thank You for Your excellent explanation that makes everything a lot more clear for me!That means that each string has a personal amount of stretch Up to now I thought that it could be like this: partial1 +0.5, partial 2 -0.1, partial 3 +1.3 and so on. This is
wrong, am I rightFrom where did You get markus 02I cannot find it in the Android version.What do You think of Entropy tuner==Each partial is expanded by inharmonicity in a pretty regular pattern that can be summarized by an inharmonicity formula applied to an

inharmonicity constant, and this constant changes from note to note in a relatively predictable way as long as the original measurements are carefully made.The markus-02 graphic is not available to you in TuneLab; I created it by taking a series of screenshots. First I
set all partials to 1, get the image of the curve; set all partials to 2, get the image of that curve; etc through partial 8. Then I superimpose all the curves and make them transparent so they can all be seen at once. On each note you can see how the partials are spread.
(If there were zero inharmonicity, all the dots would lie on the zero line.)I've never seen Entropy Tuner.Cheers stlab.py provides full native support for STLAB by encapsulating its REST API in a SpectraTuneLab() device class and streamlining various routines with helper
functions. STLAB connects via ethernet to a small computer called the Light Hub (a BeagleBone running Linux), which in turn connects via USB to the controlling computer. When all hardware is correctly assembled and the appropriate software installed, establishing a

connection to the device is easy (note that a Password is required for access to the Light Hub): 5ec8ef588b
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